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Merger Framework for Adoption  

by 
Virginia Coalition to End Homelessness (VCEH) 

Virginia Housing Coalition (VHC) 
Virginia Housing Coalition Information Services (VHCIS) 

 
 
I. Introduction    
                                 
The following is the Merger Study Committee and the Joint Board strategy session held 
April 23, 2015 assessment and recommendation on the merger.  This agreement is 
being presented to the Boards of Directors of VHC, VHCIS and VCEH for their adoption 
at their respective Board meetings scheduled during the month of May 2015. The 
following agreement outlines the results of the surveys, the conditions for merging and 
the structure that will support this merger.  Once reviewed and approved by the Boards 
this document will serve as the framework for completing due diligence activities and 
finalizing the merger process. The adoption of this framework is not the final approval of 
the merger.  After the completion of all due diligence, each Board will be presented with 
the transition plan and merger status and will take a final vote on whether to proceed 
with merging the organizations.  
 
 II. Process  
 
The process used for determining a merger was both extensive and inclusive consisting 
of the following activities:  formation of a Merger Study Committee; the hiring of  two 
consultants with expertise in  nonprofit mergers and marketing; the undertaking of two 
surveys--- stakeholders interviews and constituents/membership electronic survey; 
consultation with an attorney,  numerous committee meetings and  follow-up calls in 
preparation for a well-attended joint Board strategy session held April 23 2015 to review 
the following framework outlined in this agreement.     
 
III. Results of Stakeholders and Constituents Surveys 
 

A. In conducting the surveying of stakeholders and constituents members there was 
overwhelming support for a merger. A number of expected outcomes expressed 
by many who support this merger are summarized below: 

 
1. Greater utilization of resources by streamlining duplication in functions, 

increasing efficiency and coordinating priorities. 
2. Creation of a stronger and more powerful voice that can accomplish more by 

becoming a central depository for all housing/homelessness advocacy and 
related activities.  

3. Opportunity to build greater capacity and a stronger infrastructure that can be 
a voice and a resource for service providers and nonprofit housing 
developers. 

4. Opportunity to build capacity to pursue new program opportunities that serves 
the entire state housing community, thereby increasing its relevancy and 
long-term sustainability. 
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B. Issues that will Require Attention in Pursuing a Merger 
 

The following is a summary of key issues that survey respondents and 
stakeholders have shared at our request in forming a new merged entity serving 
all constituents. Many of these issues will continue to drive our work throughout 
the merger process. 
 
1. Establish processes that balance homelessness with other affordable housing 

advocacy efforts without overshadowing or limiting either one. 
2. Expand the breadth of activities to cover the entire state reducing the 

perception of being Richmond-centric. 
3. The desire of many that this new entity work with city/county agencies in 

tackling broader planning issues that impact housing such as transportation, 
zoning, schools, etc. 

4. Greater awareness and acceptance of expanding and sustaining its outreach 
to a broader base of partners who also have a connection with housing and 
can support its advocacy agenda. 

5. Respond to the organizational needs of the membership by providing capacity 
building services such as technical assistance, training, leadership 
development and planning services. 

6.  Improve coordination of services with other similar housing groups to reduce 
the potential for “perceived duplication of services.” 
 

 
  III. Proposed Framework for Undertaking a Merger 

 
   A.  Name Change for Newly Merged Entity 
 
   The recommended name of the merged organization will be 
 
                                     The Virginia Housing Alliance 
 
               Reasons for the selection of the names from numerous other options are: 

 The name is brief and easy to remember 
 Including homelessness and housing in the name was too wordy and clumsy 
 “Housing” encompasses the entire spectrum of the merged organization 
 Many homelessness organizations don’t specifically reference 

“homelessness” and/or use “housing” in their organization’s name 
 In addition to selecting a new name for the merged organization, the   

                 Committee identified a tagline to further clarify the organization’s role and  
                  mission: 
  
         New Tagline is the following: 

 
“Expanding Housing Opportunity and Ending Homelessness”.  
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B. Mission  
 

Current mission statements for both existing entities are as follow: 
 
Virginia Housing Coalition 
The Virginia Housing Coalition is a 501(c)(4) organization dedicated  to 
supporting organizations and individuals working to provide affordable housing 
options in Virginia by influencing and developing public policy, recognizing 
exemplary achievement, and providing education, training and services that will 
make its members more effective in attaining their goals. 
 
Virginia Coalition for Ending Homelessness 
The Virginia Coalition to End Homelessness is dedicated to preventing and 
ending homelessness in the Commonwealth of Virginia through community 
collaboration, capacity building, education, and advocacy. 
 
 Virginia Housing Alliance  
 The mission statement for the newly-formed merged entity will be the following: 
 
 “The Virginia Housing Alliance expands affordable housing opportunities 
and ends homelessness through advocacy, education and collaboration.” 

 
 
 

C. Programs and Services provided by Virginia Housing Alliance 
 

Virginia Housing Alliance will integrate the current programs/services of both 
organizations as well as broaden its work to include new programs/services 
needed.  The following five core programs/capabilities are being recommended. 
 
Advocacy/Public Policy  
 
 Championing of the Affordable Housing Trust fund to insure it remains a 

viable funding solution for housing and has a designated source of revenue to 
support its long term growth. 

 Establishment of housing policy objectives for the state and identification of 
legislative and administrative strategies needed to achieve them. 

 Implementation of statewide campaign for energy efficiency in affordable 
rental housing.  

 Development and coordination of grassroots support and oversight of 
lobbying efforts.   

 Opportunities to participate in direct advocacy opportunities through the 
annual Housing Day at the General Assembly and Federal advocacy trips to 
Washington. 

 Continuation of Policy forums and similar activities that assist members with 
policy work at both the local and state level. 

 Broadening membership to include other players who also have connection to 
housing and can deepen advocacy efforts. 
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 Advocate for more resources to support the development of single and 
multifamily housing.  

 Ongoing advocacy efforts to support federal policies such as the National 
Housing Trust Fund, HOME and other affordable housing legislations and 
programs. 

 
Training/Education 
 
Provision of training and education services to housing/homelessness 
organizations by: 

 Establishing a statewide housing training and professional development 
center to coordinate training and conferences such as the Housing Credit 
Conference and Housing Virginia’s Most Vulnerable conference.  

 Continuing of networking opportunities to support professional development 
and to further strengthen the community development industry through 
activities such as the annual awards luncheon.  

 Supporting the ongoing development of the next generation of leaders in the 
housing and community development arena. 

Technical Assistance 

 Serve as intermediary for AmeriCorps/ National Service/VISTA. 
 Build the capacity of local groups to provide permanent solutions for 

homelessness and to assist with the creation of affordable housing. 
 Support communities in their development and implementation of local or 

regional plans to end homelessness via contracts and the use of VISTA staff. 

Communication  

 Communication of legislative news, policy, and events through regular 
newsletters and alerts, including housing news stories covered by 
newspapers. 

 Access to online tools that simplify everyone’s ability to communicate directly 
with their elected representatives. 

Collaboration 
 
 Continue to provide opportunities for the membership to meet as well as 

networking opportunities such as participation in the annual assembly 
meeting, award events, conferences and regional meetings. 

 Pursue opportunities to coordinate with governmental agencies in their 
planning and advocacy efforts. 

 
Going forward, Virginia Housing Alliance will be developing a sustainability plan 
to support this broader range of programmatic activities that incorporate existing 
work as well as new initiatives and lines of business.  
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D. Merger and the Transfer of Assets 
 

The following represent the merger and transfer of assets based on a number of 
considerations and legal advice from the pro-bono attorney working with the 
Merger Study Committee. They are as follows: 
 
1. VCEH to be the “merger” entity changing its name to Virginia Housing 

Alliance (VHA). VCEH is a 501c3 member organization, which currently has 
fulltime employees and a government contract thereby allowing for the 
process to be more efficient and less cumbersome in merging the two.  
According to the attorney, VCEH will need to have its members approve the 
merger and to amend and restate the Articles of Incorporation.  With regard to 
being a member versus a non-member corporation, this new entity will be a 
non-member corporation. VHA will have “members” with benefits but no 
voting rights on governance matters.  
 

2. VHCIS is a 501c3 and would also need to have its Board approve the merger 
into VCEH and would need to follow any prescribed process required by 
Virginia law on transfer of assets and/or dissolution.  

 
3. The attorney recommends that Virginia Housing Alliance use the safe harbor 

501h election with the IRS for lobbying activities.  All lobbying would be 
reported under this election.  If the C3 spends more than the 20% allowed for 
lobbying, it simply pays taxes on this amount. 

 
4. The Virginia Housing Coalition is a 501c4 member organization, for which the 

committee is recommending a name change and to let it remain active for a 
period of time until it is determined whether there is a benefit to retaining 
it,.since advocacy limitations are less restrictive for a C4.  Further research is 
needed on amending its article of incorporation to also be a non-member 
corporation, undergo a name change and understand the best approach to 
size and structure of the Board.  The new organization may also consider the 
formation of a PAC at some future time.  
 

5. Virginia Affordable Housing Title LLC is 100 % owned by the Virginia Housing 
Coalition.  This entity could be transferred to the Virginia Housing Alliance 
since these funds are critical to the advocacy work of the organization and 
current staffing needs.  The Title Co. might also be left within the C4 until 
such time as a final decision is made on its disposition.   

 
 

E. Financial and Staffing Matters 
 
The following is a summary of budgets and staffing for both organizations that 
will be transferred to VHA and will require the Merger Study Committee to 
undertake all necessary due diligence in finalizing the merger. 

  
Budget:   VHC has a budget of $128,000 

VHCIS  has a budget of $165,000 
VCEH  has a projected budget of $400,000 
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Staffing: VHC and VHCIS 
Contract for management 
services with HDAdvisors – 
staffing includes 5 persons 
who are all part-time on 
VHC/VHCIS work 

VCEH 
1 Director of Programs 
1 Program Manager 
4 Vista FTEs   
  

  
The Merger Study Committee will develop a budget and staffing plan for the next 
12 month as part of a transition plan for both organizations to become fully 
merged to insure continuity in the work currently being performed by the staff    

   
Contracts: VCEH: Vista contract annually renewed in February 2015.  

VHC/VHCIS currently has a contract pending with NRDC for 
energy efficiency work, several commitments for development 
of a Housing Training Center and potential contract for 
advocacy on permanent affordable housing with NCLTN. 
 
In addition, VHC/VHCIS also has several fiduciary obligations – 
specifically contracts with vendors to undertake several of its 
advocacy/training activities. These contracts will remain as part 
of VCEH. 
 

Facilities/ 
Equipment: 

Both entities are currently housed in the same location but 
maintain separate offices and equipment. 
 

Bank 
Accounts: 

VCEH currently banks with Bank of America 

 VHC and VCHIS currently bank with Union First Market 

Creditors: VCEH currently owns - 1 credit card/Bank of America 
VHC currently owns -   0 credit cards 
 

Fiscal Year: VCEH fiscal year is July 1 – June 30 
VHC and VHCIS  fiscal year is January 1 – December 31  

             Merger Committee will need to revisit fiscal year in determining 
which one is preferred  

                   
Accounting:      Both organizations use the same accountant and accounting 

software.  
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F.  Current Revenues Fees  
 
Membership Fees - The Committee will need to revisit both existing membership fee 
structure and benefits to determine how it can leverage its membership fees going 
forward as an important source of funding for its advocacy work and as part of its 
sustainability plan  
 
Title Service Fees - This will continue under Virginia Housing Alliance in order to 
continue to support its advocacy work and staffing needs  
 
  
G.  Proposed Board Composition and Structure for Virginia Housing Alliance  
 
Board Composition: 
 
The Board of Directors will consist of a number to be determined of Board seats that will 
represent a cross section of individuals from organizations and institutions that are 
passionate about affordable housing and homelessness and are willing and able to 
commit their time, skills and resources in meeting the organization’s mission and work. 
The Board composition will consist of at least 51% Homelessness and Housing 
organizations.  The remaining members will be a cross section or a combination of the 
following representation: 
- Funders, investors 
- Government agencies 
- Corporations, financial institutions 
- Social services, health organizations, faith-based groups, other advocacy groups 
- Universities, hospitals 
 
In the selection of candidates to serve on the Board of Virginia Housing Alliance, it must 
also consider the following four criteria: 
- Geographical representation of the state 
- Ethnicity and race  
- Gender 
- Skills needed 
 
The Board of Directors of Virginia Housing Alliance will be responsible for and required 
to play a more engaged role in executing the following responsibilities: 
 
-  Facilitate advocacy at the state and federal level 
-  Annually Increase membership from all sectors 
-  Annually assist with fundraising and all related income generating opportunities  
-  Meet all other fiduciary obligations required of governance 
 
There will be an annual Membership Assembly meeting for all members to participate 
to support the following: 
 
- Annual reporting on the organization’s work and plans 
- Development and refinement of an Annual Policy Agenda 
- Input on organizational matters, e.g. programs, new initiatives, needs assessment,  
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Standing Committees 
The Board will have six standing committees to conduct its affairs of which all but the 
Executive Committee will be open for both Board and non-Board members to serve. 
Non-Board members must be “members” of the organization to serve on committees. 
Committees shall be appointed by the Board. Committee Chairs shall be members of 
the Board.              
 

 
 
A committee charter describing the role and operations for each committee will be 
developed by the Merger Study Committee consistent with the development of 
Bylaws.   Brief overview of the role and responsibilities of each standing committee 
consist of the following:  
 
Executive/Finance Committee—Besides acting on behalf of the Board during the 
interim times between Board meetings, the Executive committee will also be 
responsible for monitoring the organization’s finances, and will take the lead on any 
personnel, grievance or legal issues  
 
Membership Committee-- Develop and implement Annual Membership recruitment 
and retention plan. Identify new member benefits and services, as well as 
enhancements to existing member benefits and implement an annual member-get-a-
member campaign.  
 
Resource Development Committee-- The primary responsibility of the Resource 
Development Committee shall be coordinating the raising of funds and in-kind 
contributions needed to conduct the business of the organization. 
 
Legislative Policy Committee—To annually develop and execute with the support 
of its membership a legislative policy agenda that addresses the state affordable 
housing needs and include activities that engages the entire state in advocating for 
affordable housing.  
 
Board Governance Committee ---To ensure that the Board fulfills its legal, ethical, 
and functional responsibilities through adequate governance policy development and 
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standards, recruitment, nomination and retention of Board members, review of 
bylaws, Board development, monitoring of Board activities, and evaluation of Board 
members' performance. 
 
Program and Training Committee – To oversee and advise on all programmatic 
activities of the organization, including training and technical assistance. 

 
 
 
H.  Selection of the Board of Directors for the Virginia Housing Alliance 
 

 Recognizing that all members of both Board of Directors will not be able to serve as a 
member of Virginia Housing Alliance, a selection process approved by both Boards and 
managed by the Merger Study Committee will be instituted.  See Appendix A -- Process 
for Selecting Board Members for the Virginia Housing Alliance    . 
All current Board members of VCEH, VHC and VHCIS who will not serve on the Virginia 
Housing Alliance Board of Directors will be invited to serve on the Advisory Leadership 
Council and/or one of its standing committees. 
     
       I.  Formation of a Leadership Council (LC) 
 
 Main purpose of the LC is to advise and support the Virginia Housing Alliance and its 
Board of Directors in advocating for reforms in the provision of affordable housing. The 
LC allows the Virginia Housing Alliance to draw upon the expertise and knowledge of a 
wide range of stakeholders in meeting the challenges of providing affordable housing for 
the state of Virginia.  All current Board members of VCEH, VHC and VHCIS who will not 
serve on the Virginia Housing Alliance Board of Directors will be invited to serve on the 
LC  
      
 The LC is advisory and will have no governance authority for the organization.  The LC 
members will be appointed by the Board of Directors of the Virginia Housing Alliance for 
3 year terms that may be renewed.  The number of persons on the ALC shall be 
determined by the Board.   See Appendix B-- Purpose of Leadership  
Council   
 
 
        J. Continuation of Merger Process 
 
 Transition Plan 
 
 Each Board will be asked to approve this framework providing the Merger Study 
Committee with any additional feedback that will enable it to develop a Transition Plan 
prior to finalizing the adoption of the merger by both Boards. The transition plan will 
provide both Boards a more in-depth understanding of how VHA will ultimately function 
specifically how it will integrate both organizations’ operations, staffing and programs. 
The Transition Plan will be forwarded to both Boards for additional feedback. Once the 
Transition Plan is approved by both Boards the Merger Study Committee will start the 
steps for completing the merger    
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 Steps for Completing the Merger  
 
The following represents a series of activities for completing the merger process.  These 
activities will take place between May and October 2015 and some may overlap with 
each other. They are: 
 1. A series of meetings with the attorney to address all legal matters regarding all three 
entities and continue the required due diligence consistent with the Virginia nonprofit 
statutes. 
 2. Coordinate a social gathering with both Boards to meet each other at the annual 
luncheon award event scheduled for June 18 and to also provide an update on merger 
activities. 
 3.  Finalize all legal documents for eventual submission to the state and IRS that will 
require the sign off by both Boards in order to proceed with the final steps in 
undertaking the merger. 
4. Develop a detailed transition plan, including a draft budget for the merged entity and 
a staffing plan, including criteria for a new Executive Director and a search porcess.  
5.  Undergo the nomination process for selecting a Board of Directors for Virginia 
Housing Alliance (VHA) and to form the Leadership Council (LC). 
6. The new Board of VHA will have its first meeting to approve all legal documents, 
plans and committee formations, scheduling and other key business affairs.   
7. Undertake a Board retreat with the newly elected Board for VHA, the members of the 
Leadership Council to develop a sustainability plan. The sustainability plan will enable 
the new Board to address the following: 
  a)  Address any issues in the execution of the transition plan, 
  b)  Refine program priorities for the next two years consistent with budget  
  c)  Develop strategies for securing funding for ongoing support and program priorities 
  d)  Address Board capacity issues for VHA (governance processes and protocols)   
  e)  Optimize the work of the LC to support statewide engagement and leverage     
        resources and opportunities       
 
 


